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Report:
Semiconductor multilayers and quantum dots where investigated using anomalous diffraction at the Pb MVedge. This allowed a selective suppression of the diffraction from PbTe or PbSe respectively. In PbSe/EuSe
multilayers, this allowed the selective study of the strain in the EuSe layers. As the Europium Chalcogenides
show a variation of magnetic phases which change under high pressure from antiferro- over ferri- to
ferromagnetism [1], a tuning of the latticeparameter via epitaxial strain will allow a control of this magnetic
behaviour. As anomalous high resolution x-ray diffraction is the only tool that allows a precise determination
of the lattice parameters, it is of crucial importance in the preparation of further magnetic measurements as
SQUID or neutron diffraction.
As the investigated compounds crystallize in the rocksalt structure, the (111) structure amplitude reads F(111)=
fPb-fSe for e.g. PbSe. This allows a strong suppression of the PbSe scattering, when fPb approaches fSe. The
latter condition can only be fulfilled at x-ray energies below the Pb MV-edge around 2.4 keV. In figure 1(a),
the atomic scattering factors of Eu, Pb, Se and Te are plotted as a funtion of energy in the vicinity of the Pb
MV-edge. The intersection points between fPb and fTe at about 2.4 keV and between fPb and fSe at 2.5 keV
allow a suppression of the (111)-reflection for the corresponding compound. In the same manner, a minimum
for the scattered intensity can be found for every composition PbSexTe(1-x). Figure 1(b) shows a scan over the
specular (111)-reflection of a 100x{450 Å PbSeTe/50 Å EuSe}-superlattice (black crosses). In addition to the
pronounced EuSe contribution, the long x-ray wavelength allows a high resolution as represented by the
excellent visibility of the sattelite oscillations that modulate the Bragg reflection. The red line represents a
fitted model.
In highly ordered PbSe/PbTe quantum dot superlattices, this method was exploited to determine the strain in
the PbSe dots. In former diffraction experiments, the scattering from these samples was mainly determined
by the surrounding PbTe matrix, where the strain modulation caused by the dots leads to the same sattelite
reflections determined by the lateral and vertical periodicity of the PbSe-dots. Figure 2 shows a comparison
between two reciprocal space maps, recorded at 10 keV and at 2.4 keV. The envelope of the sattelites is
clearly shifted for the lower energy, thus allowing for the first time to determine the degree of elastic

relaxation inside the PbSe dots. The latter information is crucial for a better understaning of the strain driven
ordering [2][3]. To enable the acquisition of reciprocal space maps in the 2.5 keV regime, a new vacuum
compatible gas detection system for x-ray energies down to 2 keV was developped on the beamline ID01.
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Figure 1 (a): real part of the atomic scattering factor of Eu, Pb, Se and Te.The intersection points at at 2.4
keV and 2.5 keV mark the position where the (111) reflection of PbTe or PbSe have minimum intensity
(b): Scan over the specular (111)-reflection of a 100x{450 Å PbSeTe/50 Å EuSe}-superlattice (black crosses),
together with a fitted model (red line).
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Figure 2: Reciprocal space map around the (111) Bragg reflection of a superlattice of 3D ordered
PbSe quantum dots in a PbTe matrix. The left image was recorded at 10 keV, the right one at 2.4 keV,
where the scattering is dominated by the quantum dots, as PbTe is suppressed.
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